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Looking from Earth, with eyes that see only in a limited 

spectrum, humans have not been able to.determine if 

deposits of water lie hidden on the Moon. This compound, 

so abundant on our planet, once seemed absent from 

Earth's satellite. But the Lunar Prospector spacecraft, 

carrying instruments that see differently than our eyes, 

has found evidence of water ice in places near the poles 

that never feel the Sun 's light. In this image of the north 

pole, compi led from neutron spectrometer data, the places 

most likely to hold water ice are dark blue and magenta; 

orange- red marks the places least likely to have it. 
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H OW will you make the passage of a 
millennium? Is your party planned? 

At the Planetary Society, we 're working 
on one grand bash- Planetfest '99, to 
begin on December 3, the day the Mars 
Polar Lander is scheduled to reach its 
destination. 

Tens of thousands of people will help 
us begin our millennial festivities as the 
spacecraft touches down. Although 
Planetfest will be in Pasadena, people 
around the world will join the party over 
the Internet. And we hope to begin the 
celebrations a little early by holding 
smaller events around the world through
out 1999 and 2000. 

The coming of the Mars Millennium 
will be our theme. The exploration ofthe 
Red Planet-by robots and humans 
both- is the goal we S0 ardently promote, 
and the first two decades ofthe next thou
sand years look to be filled with missions 
of discovery. And we'll wonder what the 
centuries to follow will bring. Planetary 
Society members will enter the next mil
lennium knowing that they played a role 
in shaping the explorations to come. 

Consider how far we've come since the 
last millennial change. In the year 1000, 
the epitome of exploratory craft was the 
Viking longboat. With that, humans 
explored a so-called new world. Now we 
can reach truly new worlds . We have 
'much to celebrate. 
- Charlene M. Anderson 
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Pioneers· Paths 
In a correction to Questions and 
Answers in the September/October 
1998 issue, distinguished physicist 
James Van Allen writes: 

Loss of contact with Pioneer 11 
was not the result of inadequate 
onboard power but of inadequate 
sensitivity of its Sun sensor. The 
function of the Sun sensor was 
to provide a roll index (reference 
point for attitude control) so that 
at intervals of about six months 
the reorientation jets could be 
fired in a rapid sequence of short 
bursts to precess the axis of the 
rotating spacecraft and its high
gain antenna to point accurately 
at Earth. In the absence of a roll 
reference signal from the Sun 
sensor, there was no knowledge 
of how to time the firing of the 
jets. Hence, the axis ofthe antenna 
could no longer be precessed 
appropriately and the received 
radio-frequency signal became 
progressively weaker as this axis 
drifted slowly away from Earth. 
The last usable telemetry data from 
Pioneer 11 's scientific instruments 
were received on January 23, 1995, 
when the spacecraft was 42.4 
astronomical units (AU) from the 
Sun. An astronomical unit is the 
mean distance between Earth and 
the Sun. 

NASA announced that the for
mal end of Pioneer 10's extended 
mission would be March 31,1997. 
However, the Deep Space Network 
has continued to track Pioneer 10 
and receive clean telemetry data 
from it on an informal, not-to
interfere-with-newer-missions 
basis . And through the courtesy 
of the NASA Ames Research 
Center's Lunar Prospector team, 
the telemetry data are being pro
cessed in the usual way. The latest 
precession maneuver of Pioneer 
10 was conducted successfully 
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on July 20, 1998. As of December 
1998, Ames continues to provide 
clean, valuable cosmic-ray data 
to the University ofIowa's investi
gators and will probably be able 
to do so through at least 1999. On 
December 31 , 1998, Pioneer 10 
was at a heliocentric radial dis
tance 001.7 AU or 10.7 billion 
kilometers (6.7 billion miles), 
still within the outer heliosphere 
but gradually escaping from the 
solar system in the antapex (the 
point of the celestial sphere from 
which the solar system is moving) 
direction. 
-JAMES A. VAN ALLEN, 
Iowa City, Iowa 

Mars or Moon? 
Besides the great cost of getting 
to Mars with present technology, 
we have the more vexing question: 
why go there? A trip to the Moon 
has the advantage of affording us 
shelter from radiation and meteors 
(once we have "dug" in) ; "free 
energy" (photovoltaic); adequate 
water (if the polar water finding 
proves out); easy communications 
with Earth; constant distance 
from Earth (unlike Mars) ; inter
esting resources (helium-3) ; the 
ultimate location for a "super" 
telescope (in a crater on the [far] 
side); easy travel [to and from] 
Earth, including tourism; low
gravity hospital care, which is 
irreplaceable for some therapy; 
mineralogy and geology on a 
grand scale with easy com-links 
to central control and/or Earth 
satellites; and potential commu
nication systems and other "quick" 
commercial return-on-investment 
possibilities. If most people don't 
know that the first (and last) world 
voyage by Magellan actually 
yielded a profit, I assure you that 
the Spanish government of the 
time did. Of course, all of this is 
in addition to the overriding advan-

tage of lunar exploration: quick 
and easy return to Earth with crew 
rotation, supplies, and medical 
resources available as needed via 
robotic or manned ships. 

The 1960s saw the greatest 
scientific accomplishment of 
humankind, the Apollo program, 
achieved and then frittered away 
with no infrastructure being estab
lished and no lasting presence. 
We must not make the same mis
take again. We must return to the 
Moon in force for the sake of sci
ence, commerce, and humankind 
(tourism as well as the important 
psychological factor of escape 
from our single world). Upon 
proving out the systems we need 
to conquer that body (the Moon), 
we will also be proving out the 
systems needed for Mars. 

Once the systems for Mars 
are proven on the Moon, we can 
resurrect the dream of not just 
traveling to but conquering Mars. 
To do this, we must have ships 
that can be launched from the 
Moon (perhaps accelerated on a 
linear ramp) or, at a minimum, 
that can sustain I-g acceleration 
until deceleration for Mars orbital 
insertion. That will require ad
vanced fusion, ion, plasma, and/or 
"zero-point" energy systems, 
which are now conceived but not 
fully on paper, let alone in metal. 

To "leap" for Mars without plant
ing our "foot" firmly on the Moon 
is foolhardy and can only lead to 
problems-problems which we 
cannot even foresee at this time. 
-JAMES BOSHNACK, 
Concord, California 

Please send your letters to 
Members' Dialogue 

The Planetary Society 
65 North Catalina Avenue 
Pasadena, CA 91106-2301 
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Space: 
Vou Can't 
Get There 
From Here 
bq Neil de Gra55e Tq50n 

1 humanity destined to become a 

multi-planet species? What is our 

future in space?There is no unanimity 

in answering those questions even 

from the Board of Directors of the 

Planetary Society. A friendly bet be

tween directors Neil de Grasse Tyson 

and Louis Friedman became a topic 

for Neil's Universe column in Natural 
History. Lou responded with a letter to 

the editor of that magazine. We've adapted their exchange for members of the Planetary 

Society, and we hope it will provoke more discussion among our members. 

-Charlene M. Anderson 

From listening to space enthusiasts talk about 
space travel, or from watching blockbuster 
science-fiction movies, you might think that 

sending people to the stars is inevitable and will 
happen soon. Reality check: it's not and it won't
the fantasy far outstrips the facts. 

Space is vast and empty beyond all earthly mea
sure. When Hollywood movies show a starship 
cruising through the galaxy, they typically show 
points of light ( stars) drifting past like fireflies at 
a rate of one or two per second. But the distances 
between stars in the galaxy are so great that for these 
spaceships to move as indicated would require 
traveling at speeds up to 500 million times faster 
than the speed oflight. 

A line of reasoning among those who are unwit
tingly wishful might be: "We invented flight when 

most people thought it was impossible. A mere 65 
years later, Apollo 8 journeyed to the Moon. It's 
high time we journeyed among the stars. The people 
who say it isn't possible are ignoring history." 

My rebuttal is borrowed from a legal disclaimer 
often used by the investment industry: "Past perfor
mance is not an indicator of future returns." Analy
sis of the problem leads to a crucial question: what 
does it take to pry money out of a population to pay 
for major initiatives? A quick survey of the world's 
famously funded projects reveals three common 
motivations: praise of person or deity, economics, 
and war. Expensive investments in praise include 
the Great Pyramids, the Taj Mahal, and opulent 
cathedrals. Expensive projects launched in the hope 
of economic return include Columbus' voyage to 
the New World and Magellan's round-the-world 
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Humans easily imagine traveling from star system to star system. But 
comprehending the actual distances involved and figuring how to tra
verse them is a much more difficult matter. It takes light more than four 
years to reach us from the nearest star system. It takes almost 100,000 
years for light to cross '.our galaxy. And even a relatively nearby galaxy, 
such as NGC 1232 seeJ!. here, is 100,000 light-years away. The light that 
became this image left its source when dinosaurs, not humans, domi
nated Earth. Image: European Southern Observatory 

voyage. Expensive projects with military or defense incentives 
include the Great Wall of China, which helped keep out the 
Mongols; the Manhattan Project, which designed and built the 
first atomic bomb; and the Apollo space program. 

When it comes to extracting really big money from an elec
torate, pure science- in this case, exploration for its own sake
doesn't rate. Yet during the 1960s, a prevailing rationale for 
space travel was that space was the next frontier; we were 
going to the Moon because humans are innate explorers. In 
President Kennedy'S address to a joint session of Congress 
on May 25, 1961 , he waxed eloquent on the need to reach the 
next frontier. The speech included these oft-quoted lines: 

I believe that this nation should commit itself to achiev
ing the goal, before the decade is out, of landing a man 
on the Moon and returning him safely to the Earth. No 
single space project in this period will be more impres-
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sive to mankind or more important for the long-range 
exploration of space, and none will be so difficult or 
expensive to accomplish. 

These words inspired the explorer in all of us and reverber
ated throughout the decade. But nearly all of the astronauts 
were being drawn from the military- a fact I could not rec
oncile with the rhetoric. 

Only a month before Kennedy 's Moon speech, Soviet 
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin had become the first human to be 
launched into Earth orbit. In a rarely replayed portion of the 
same Kennedy address, he adopted a military posture: 

If we are to win the battle that is now going on around 
the world between freedom and tyranny, the dramatic 
achievements in space which occurred in recent weeks 
should have made clear to us all, as did Sputnik in 1957, 
the impact of this adventure on the minds of men every
where who are attempting to make a detelmination of 
which road they should take. 

Had the political landscape been different, Americans 
(Congress in particular) would have been loath to part with 
the money (more than $200 billion in 1998 dollars) that ac
complished the task. 

A trip to the Moon through the vacuum of space had been 
in sight, even if technologically distant, ever since 1926, when 
Robert Goddard perfected liquid-fuel rockets. This advance in 
rocketry made flight possible without the lift provided by air 
moving over a wing. Goddard realized that a trip to the Moon 
was finally possible but that it might be prohibitively expen
sive. "It might cost a million dollars," he once mused. 

Calculations that were possible the day after Isaac Newton 
introduced his law of universal gravitation show that an effi
cient trip to the Moon-in a craft exiting Earth's atmosphere 
at a speed of 7 miles per second and coasting the rest of the 
way- takes about a day and a half. Such a trip has been tak
en by humans only nine times-all between 1968 and 1972. 
Otherwise, when NASA sends astronauts into "space," a 
crew is launched into Earth orbit a few hundred miles above 
our 8,000-mile-diameter planet. Space travel, this isn ' t. What 
if you had told John Glenn, after his historic three orbits and 
successful splashdown in 1962, that in 36 years NASA was 
going to send him into space once again? You can bet he 
would never have imagined that the best we could offer was 
to send him back into Earth orbit. 

The distance to the Moon is 10 million times greater than 
the distance flown by the original Wright Flyer, and this 
difference in scale is important. The Wright brothers were 
two guys with a bicycle repair shop. Apollo 11, on the other 
hand, was two guys with $200 billion and 10,000 scientists 
and engineers and the mandate of a beloved, assassinated 
president. These are not comparable achievements. 

Space. Why can't we get there from here? 
Let's start with money. Ifwe can send somebody to Mars 

for less than $100 billion, then I say let's go for it. But I have 5 
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Louis Friedman, Executive Director of 
, that we are not going to Mars any 

specifically, I bet him that there will be no 
government before the year 2005 to send 

to Mars. I hope I am wrong. But I will 
the cost of modern missions is brought 

compared with the cost of missions in 
. note on NASA's legendary spending 

to me by a Russian colleague: 

of the space race in the 1960s, the 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 

it needed a ballpoint pen to write in 
confines of its space capsules. After 

rpc' p,>,rf'h and development, the Astronaut 
at a cost of approximately $1 mil

pen worked and also enjoyed some 
as a novelty item back here on Earth. 

faced with the same problem, 

a reprise of the geopolitical circumstances 
billion for space travel from taxpayers ' 
I will remain unconvinced that we will 

sapiens anywhere beyond Earth' s orbit. I 

orer5-
h 

C05t5 

quote a Princeton University colleague, J. Richard Gott, a 
panelist who spoke a few years ago at a Hayden Planetarium 
symposium that touched upon the health of the manned space 
program: "In 1969, [space flight pioneer] Wernher von Braun 
had a plan to send astronauts to Mars by 1982. It didn 't hap
pen. In 1989, President George Bush promised that we would 
send astronauts to Mars by the year 2019. This is not a good 
sign. It looks like Mars is getting farther away!" 

To this I add the observation that as we approach the 
millennium, the only correct prediction from the 1968 sci-fi 
classic 2001: A Space Odyssey is that things can go wrong. 

The Moon is far away compared with where you might 
go in a jet airplane, but it sits at the tip of your nose compared 
with anything else in the universe. If Earth were the size of a 
basketball, the Moon would be the size of a softball some 10 
paces away-the farthest we have ever sent people into space. 
On this scale, Mars (at its closest) is a mile away. Pluto is 100 
miles away. And Proxima Centauri, the star nearest to the Sun, 
is a half-million miles away. 

Sending people very far away involves certain technologi
cal dilemmas. Suppose one of our spacecraft with a shipload 
of astronauts crash-lands on a distant, hostile planet. The 
astronauts survive, but the spacecraft is totaled. The crew 
adopts the spirit of 16th-century explorers. Problem is, hostile 
planets tend to be considerably more dangerous than anything 
faced by the hardiest explorers in human history. The planet 

Friedman It may be hard to get there, and it may be expensive, but Mars is a reachable destination 
for human explorers. We can do more than simply imagine the technology to take us 
there-we have the knowledge and capability to build it and use it. But when we will 
decide to take that step remains a question. Illustration: Johnson Space Center/NASA 

has made our bet public, I'd like a 
why I think I will win. 

one of which, interstellar flight, 
very readily. At a recent interstellar-flight 

mo:nsoreC1 by the Planetary Society, I noted 
away from sending humans on interstellar 

da Vinci was from the airplane. The 
Dyson, renowned physicist and author, 

a little too pessimistic-we might be only 

200 to 300 years away. In any case, it isn't something we 
will resolve in the next few decades. 

As to the second issue, the future of human flight to other 
planets in our solar system, Neil hits the nail on the head. 
There are real questions about whether people still share the 
ambition to travel to other worlds-and the willingness to 
pay the bill. 

If a human Mars mission cost (by some magic) $1 billion 
dollars, we wouldn't debate it- we would just do it. If it 
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might not have air. And what air it does have may be poi
sonous. And if the air is not poisonous, the atmospheric 
pressure may be 100 times higher than on Earth. If the pres
sure is okay, then the air temperature may be 200 below zero. 
Or 500 above zero. None of these possibilities bodes well for 
our astronaut explorers, but perhaps they can survive for a 
while on their reserve life-support system. Meanwhile, to 
sustain themselves, all they would need to do is mine the 
planet for raw materials; build another spacecraft from 
scratch, along with its controlling computers (using whatever 
parts are salvageable from the crash site); build a rocket fuel 
factory ; launch themselves back into space; and then fly 
home. I needn' t dwell on the absurdity of this scenario. 

Perhaps what we really need to do is to engineer life-forms 
that can survive the stress of space and still conduct scientific 
experiments. Actually, such "life" forms have already been 
created. They are called robots. You don't have to feed them. 
They don't need life support. And most important, they won't 
be upset if you don't bring them back to Earth. People, how
ever, generally want to breathe, eat, and eventually come home. 

It ' s probably true that no city has yet held a ticker-tape pa
rade for a robot. But it's probably also true that no city has 
ever held a ticker-tape parade for an astronaut who was not 
the first (or the last) to do something or go somewhere. Can 
you name the two Apollo J 6 astronauts who walked on the 
Moon? Probably not. It was the second-to-Iast Moon mission. 

cost $500 billion (the cost that President Bush's 1989 
initiative got tagged with), then there is again no debate
we won't do it. When the cost is estimated to be some
where between those two numbers, we will debate and 
decide on the value of this initiative com ared to the cost. 
Given that a mission to Mars would be a pathway to glory, 
a major step in the expansion of our species, and a demon
stration of the technological prowess of human civilization, 
I think its value and cost are getting close- and will be close 
enough for the next US president to take the initiative. As 
Neil noted about President Kennedy and the Apollo pro
gram, the Mars initiative will most certainly be taken in the 
context of some political and social purpose- for example, 
as a technological challenge, as a means to intemational 
cooperation, or as an altemative to ever-more-elaborate 
weapons programs. 

In the meantime, robotic evolution is moving along, and 
maybe someday robots will be so capable as to supplant the 
desire of humans to go themselves to other worlds. But with 
the limitations inherent in even the most wonderful plane
tary rovers, it seems clear to me that we will feel the need 
to send human explorers at least until we have been on 
other worlds, at least until we set foot on Mars. 

The long-standing allure of Mars reasserts itself whenever 
people contemplate our place, as a living planet, among the 
other worlds of the solar system, in part because of the pos
sibility that life got started there and might even persist today 
(we humans suspected Mars of harboring life long before 
we had good reason to). Mars fascinates . Witness the excite
ment surrounding Pathfinder and Sojourner's 1997 adven
tures . The excitement, above and beyond the science that 
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But I'll bet you have a favorite picture of the cosmos taken 
by the orbiting robot known as the Hubble Space Telescope. 
I'll bet you remember the images from the Mars robotic lan
der Pathfinder and its deployed rover, Sojourner, which went 
"six-wheeling" across the Martian terrain. I'll further bet that 
you remember the Voyager images of the Jovian planets and 
their zoo of moons. 

In the absence of a few hundred billion dollars in travel 
money, and in the presence of hostile cosmic conditions, 
what we need is not wishful thinking and science-fiction 
rhetoric inspired by a cursory reading of the history of explo
ration. What we need, but may never have, is a breakthrough 
in our scientific understanding of the structure of the uni
verse, so that we might exploit shortcuts through the space
time continuum- perhaps through a wormhole that connects 
one part of the cosmos to another. Then, once again, reality 
will become stranger than fiction. 

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an astrophysicist, is the Frederick P. 
Rose Director of New York City's Hayden Planetarium and a 
visiting research scientist at Princeton University. His latest 
book, Just Visiting This Planet, was recently released by 
Doubleday. 

Reprinted with permission from Natural HistDlY , September 1998, 

published by the American Museum of Natural History 

justifies and rewards exploration, is why we have a US 
space policy calling for missions to Mars every two years, 
with plans forming for a sample-return mission in the first 
decade of the new millennium_ 

Within the next six years the International S ace Station 
will be in orbit and the astronauts aboard will be advancing 
our spaceflight capability. Eight more spacecraft will be ex
ploring Mars, perhaps even taking the first steps toward 
robotic sample retum. We can be sure that the attention of 
the public and the media will descend on the question of 
when will humans go to Mars. 

The debate over costs versus benefits will take place. 
NASA has been very successful lately at doing more for 
less-and studies of spaceflight now suggest the cost of a 
human mission to Mars might be significantly less than 
the cost of Apollo. And if the cost is less than one of those 
strategic-defense systems the military enthusiasts are always 
proposing, we have a chance to win the debate. 

For our future in space, the most daunting point, which 
Neil does not raise, is today's geo-social context: in an over
populated world, struggling with poverty, retreating to 
fundamentalism, mired in ethnic rivalries, the affirmation 
implicit in a space program falls under a shadow. The state 
of our world matters to exploration, because only a produc
tive and creative society can hope to reach beyond itself. 
I must admit, sometimes I feel less than certain about my bet 
with Neil. But I'm an optimist, and my confidence retums. 
I am betting the people of Eatth will win a bet on themselves. 

Louis D. Friedman is Executive Director of the Planetary 
Society. 7 
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Dawn over 
Tranquility 
Base and 
the Taurus
Littrow 
Valley begins 
another two
week day in 
the regions 
visited by the 
first and the 
last humans 
to have ex
plored the 
lunar sur
face. This 
telescopic 
image was 
captured on 
December, 
15, 1996. 

Image: Gregory 
Terrance 
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In data from Lunar Prospector's neutron spectrometer, 
the dips in higher-energy-neutron count rates show that 
some of the neutrons emitted from the lunar surface 
have been slowed by collisions with low-mass nuclei, 
most likely hydrogen nuclei. Concentrations of hydrogen 
in polar cold regions suggest the presence of water ice. 

Illustration: NASA/Ames Research Center 

T he Lunar Prospector spacecraft, placed in orbit 
about the Moon on January 11, 1998, continues to 
send a steady stream of data. Meanwhile, in the 

September 4, 1998 issue of the journal Science, mission 
scientists present the first comprehensive analysis of their 
observations, giving a new, integrated view ofthe Moon's 
surface composition and interior properties. Taken together 
with earlier results from Clementine, Apollo, and other 
American and Soviet missions, the Prospector results rein
force some existing ideas, bring others into question, and 
generally widen the scope for future lunar research. 

As an example, there is the long-standing mystery of 
a lunar core. Does the Moon, like Earth, have a dense, 
iron-rich central body or not? Prospector's gravity data 
suggest that the Moon does have a core with a radius of 
a few hundred kilometers. In the near future, seismic ob
servations by the planned Japanese mission Lunar A may 
verify the presence of a small core, which bears on cur
rent ideas about the origin of the Moon and early 
solar system history. 

7he-~~~ 
Traveling in a polar orbit at an altitude of 100 kilometers 
(60 miles), Prospector records spectra of gamma rays, 
neutrons, electrons, and alpha particles, and it measures 
the Moon's magnetic field. Prospector's gravity measure
ments, derived from precise observation of Doppler shifts 
in its radio signal, provide the first detailed, global map 
of the Moon's gravity anomalies, which are diagnostic 
for the processes that shaped its impact-ravaged crust. 
Concentrations of near-surface mass (mascons), first 
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This model for the mascon at the Mendel-Rydberg basin is based on 
gravity data from Lunar Prospector. The top layer shows the surface of 
the Moon, with red indicating topographic highs and blue the surface 
lows. The blue in the center of the surface is the center of the impact 
basin .. The layer below is the boundary between the Moon's crust and 
the denser mantle material below. A plug of mantle material, in red, 
rises about 60 kilometers (about 40 miles), nearing the lunar surface. 

Image: NASA/Ames Research Center 

detected by Lunar Orbiters in 1966 and now observed more 
widely and accurately by Prospector, are adding fuel for sci
entific debates over the evolution of the Moon through a long 
history of bombardment and of tectonic activity driven by 
internal heat. 

Prospector has two instruments to observe lunar magne
tism. A magnetometer measures the field at the spacecraft. 
An electron reflection spectrometer gives a reading for the 
lunar surface by observing solar-wind electrons reflected 
to the spacecraft from regions where the magnetic field is 
relatively strong. One interesting discovery in this area is 
the enhanced magnetism antipodal to the giant Imbrium 
and Serenitatis impact basins, implying enormous shocks 
and plasma clouds arriving a few minutes after the catas
trophic formation of these basins. Another new finding is 
that in some small areas, local magnetism is strong enough 
to deflect the solar wind away from the surface and form a 
miniature magnetosphere. The source of these and other 
magnetic anomalies remains unknown. A wonderful exam
ple of a local anomaly, known since Apollo 16, is the Reiner 
Gamma feature (see page 11). It looks like a whitish splash, 
and no cause for it, either internal or external, has been 
convincingly identified to date. 

The purpose of Prospector's gamma-ray observations is 
to provide a global map of many elements forming the lunar 
surface material. The gamma-ray technique was validated by 
Apollo observations, but the Apollo orbits covered only low 
lunar latitudes. Now, Prospector is extending coverage to 
the entire Moon. Preliminary maps in the September Science 
issue are based on some 360,000 spectra. Further data will 
refine mapping resolution and discrimination among ele-
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The areas of 
increased surface 
magnetism 
detected by 
Lunar Prospector 
are antipodal to 
(on the opposite 
side of the Moon 
from) two giant 
impact sites. The 
magnetic-field 
enhancement 
may have been 
due to some 
combination of 
enormous shocks 
and plasma 
clouds arriving 
at the antipodes 
within a few 
minutes of each 
catastrophe. 

Image: NASAlAmes 
Research Genter 

ments, but already some main trends are evident, allowing 
scientists to construct models describing how the Moon's 
crust became differentiated (separated into denser and lighter 
materials), how its minerals evolved under heat and pres
sure, and how its materials were redistributed by impacts. 

Prospector uses alpha-particle observations in the search 
for volcanic-gas emissions from the Moon. While the in
strument is known to be working properly, most of its data 
up to September showed only solar-wind events. 

Prospector's neutron spectrometer is the instrument that 
gives the exciting data showing enhanced hydrogen concen
trations in near-surface material around the Moon's poles, 
leading to the possibility of water ice in permanently shaded 
craters (see the July/August 1998 Planetary Report, page 6). 
Long the subject of theoretical speCUlation, and possibly 
detected by Clementine's radar observations, lunar polar ice 
is of great scientific interest because it may reveal a history 
of water and other volatiles ' having been delivered to the 
Moon by comets, with implications for the same mechanism 
of delivery to Earth. In addition, if it is confirmed that water 
is available in useful quantity and at acceptable cost (ques
tions that can be answered only by surface-roving ventures 
into the polar dark areas), lunar ice may become a dominant 
factor in planning for the further exploration and eventual 
human settlement of the Moon. 

The neutron spectrometer can detect other elements, includ
ing iron and titanium, both important as markers of lunar 
evolution and as resources for the future. 

C~Inp~dt& 7ni~~n 
Raw data from all of Prospector's instruments are steadily 9 
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accumulating as the mission proceeds. However, there is uncer
tainty about future work on mission results- the detailed cor
rections and conversions of the data into useful products, such 
as calibrated maps for scientific analysis. Prospector's mission 
team has put out a call to the lunar community for advice on 
these later data-processing stages, and funding (now nonexis
tent) is being sought. 

Meanwhile, the spacecraft and the ground-control system 

11/~ ~n ~ Jn~~n? 
No Surprise 
for Planetary 
Society Leaders 

D ecades before Lunar Prospector's 1998 findings 
made headlines, the possibility of water ice on the 

Moon was suggested independently by two writers who 
would later became leaders of the Planetary Society
one an acclaimed science-fiction novelist and the other 
a young geologist about to take part in NASA's first 
robotic missions of planetary exploration. 

In his 1954 The Exploration of the Moon, Arthur 
C. Clarke, now a Planetary Society Advisor, projected 
the possibility of water and gas frozen solid in deep 
lunar crevasses. This prophetic book envisioned a 
step-by-step process to accomplish what then seemed 
impossible-launching the first interplanetary space
craft, refueling in space, landing on the Moon, and 
establishing a lunar colony. 

In the section "Prospecting for Air," Clarke speculated 
that the temperatures deep within lunar clefts could be as 
low as -300 degrees Fahrenheit, because any heat from 
the Sun would be "radiated away into the black sky." 
An accompanying illustration by R. A. Smith (at right) 
showed a party oflunar explorers investigating such a 

continue to function perfectly. Soon the orbit will be lowered 
from 100 kilometers (60 miles) to about 40 kilometers (25 
miles) to increase the mapping resolution. Then, about mid-
1999, NASA mission funding will end, and the world will 
again face the question of what to do with a working spacecraft 
and no one able to listen to it. 

James D. Burke is Technical Editor of The Planetary Report. 

Illustration: R. A. Smith 

crevasse, with one explorer carefully crossing over a fissure hundreds, maybe thousands, of feet deep. Clarke explained that 
such a task would be extremely dangerous, even though the low gravity on the Moon would lessen the shock of a fall. The 
discovery of water ice, however, would be well worth the risk. 

A few years later, Bruce Murray, now President ofthe Planetary Society, coauthored "On the Possible Presence ofIce on 
the Moon" in the Journal of Geophysical Research in 1961. This article proposed that water in the form of ice might exist 
in permanently shadowed regions of the Moon, north oflatitude 78 degrees North and south oflatitude 78 degrees South. 
Murray, collaborating with Kenneth Watson and Harrison Brown, argued that water at the poles, sequestered from the 
Sun's light and warmth, would be more stable because of its low vapor pressure at low temperatures, estimated at roughly 
-160 degrees Celsius (-250 degrees Fahrenheit). 

The paper became a cornerstone for a more detailed analysis by James R. Arnold. Published in the 1979 Journal of Geo
physical Research, "Ice in the Lunar Polar Regions" drew upon findings from the Apollo missions to affirm the "essential 
correctness of the ideas of Watson, Murray, and Brown." 

In the final paragraphs of their 1961 paper, Watson, Murray, and Brown conceded that hard evidence to determine whether 
or not water ice exists on the Moon would have to wait for the day when "suitable instruments" could be placed in the dark, 
polar regions. Now, 38 years later, we are many steps closer to this goal. 

Early in 1998, Lunar Prospector's neutron spectrometer detected hydrogen at the lunar poles, seeming to confirm the pres
ence of water ice. However, until there is an opportunity to collect and examine samples from these permanently shadowed 
regions, the tantalizing prediction of water ice on the Moon remains possible, even probable, but not yet proven. 
-Jennifer Vaughn, Assistant Editor 
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ALong 
Time 
Coming 
by Jan"les D. Burke 

I n 1966, when I returned to the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) from a 

tour of duty in Washington, DC, I was 
placed in charge of studies to define the 
robotic parts of a post-Apollo lunar pro
gram. Our colleagues at the NASA John
son and Marshall centers, believing that 
the upcoming Apollo flights would begin 
an era of expanding human presence on 
the Moon, were starting to examine future 
lunar ventures. We at JPL were given the 
opportunity to define scientific goals and 
robotic missions to go along with the 
advance of human exploration. 

Over the next several years, the great 
lunar contest between the United States 
and the Soviet Union ran its course. On 
our side, Surveyors and Lunar Orbiters 
yielded the scientific and engineering 
knowledge needed for Apollo planning. 
On theirs, the Luna robots continued the 
record of historic Soviet "firsts" in space, 
leading the way to orbiting, landing, and 
roving on the Moon, while their precursor 
program for human flight sent Zond space
craft on circumlunar voyages ending with 
recovery on Earth. 

Meanwhile, both sides were readying 
the enormous rockets and the complicated 
spacecraft needed for sending astronauts 
to land on the Moon. These programs 
were urgent and audacious. The American 
Saturn V succeeded, but its giant Soviet 
competitor failed in four flight tests, and 
Apollo won the Moon race. 

By 1972, with the voyage of Apollo 17, 
all prospects of a rich and expanding 
future for humans on the Moon had van
ished. We were left with the challenge of 
designing a robotic mission series that 
could gain support and continue to unravel 
the mysteries oflunar science. Our studies 
at JPL, together with similar efforts in 
Europe, had yielded a consensus on a logi
cal sequence of missions, beginning with 
remote sensing from orbit and continuing 
with long-range roving on the surface. The 
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geophysical and geochemical observing 
principles for such orbiter missions had 
been demonstrated during Apollo at low 
lunar latitudes. What we needed now 
was an extension of the survey by a polar 
orbiter to cover the entire Moon. 

Our attempts to sell that polar orbiter 
stretched over many years, with an un
relieved record of failure . We did have 
funding for technology development 
and mission analyses, but we never were 
able to marshal enough governmental 
priority and public support to get a 
flight-project start. 

In preparing to write this article, I have 
unearthed a sorry record of paper studies 
and proposals made through the years 1967 
to 1991, all directed toward this one mis
sion-known from the beginning as the 
key to reviving lunar science but ever just 
beyond our reach. We at NASA tried for 
an orbiter mission in various versions; a 
European team tried; there was even an 
effort to get a minimum mission without 
government funding. 

Nothing succeeded until a small, inge
nious, rebellious team of achievers found 
a way to get the Clementine mission with 
Department of Defense funding, selling 
it as a test of some sensors for the US 
Strategic Defense Initiative, known as 
"Star Wars." Clementine planners recruited 
NASA support in the form of a team of 
experienced lunar scientists, and the mis
sion, launched in 1994, became not only 

a sensor test but also a superb scientific 
venture yielding a cornucopia of new 
data. At last the Moon was back on the 
charts, and soon thereafter another science 
mission, Lunar Prospector, was approved 
as a part of NASA' s new Discovery 
program. Prospector, launched early in 
1998, is reporting data that point to the 
existence of hydrogen (possibly in water 
ice) near the lunar poles. 

So at last the promise of the lunar 
polar orbiter is being fulfilled. Is there 
some lesson here? Perhaps so; persistence 
in the right is eventually rewarded. But 
in a deeper context, one must ask about 
the relation between humanity's reach 
into the cosmos and humanity' s attempt 
to maintain a livable home on Earth. 

Apollo, triumphant in meeting its set 
political objective, was in the end a 
failure ifregarded as a first human step 
beyond our home planet. Because its 
Soviet competitor failed, the world 
plunged into decades of no achievement 
at the Moon- decades relieved a bit by 
the beautiful lunar science pouring in 
now. But decades still lie ahead before 
humans again bestride that ancient world. 
Having lived through these many years 
of agony and ecstasy, I am mentally pre
pared to continue along the steep, hard 
road to the Moon. 

James D. Burke is Technical Editor of 
The Planetary Report. 11 
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image shows the pat;b oj the 
Sojourner rover os If: traversed 
the landing site over 83 sols 
(Maman days). The circular 
map was cr-eated by prQjectjng 
data jr!Jm one oj thlPathfinder 
panoramas to the inside oj a 
sphere. 'TIre result is called an 
aziftfUth-etevlloon projection. 



• In 

by M. P. Golombek 

1?:ee o'clock in the morning, July 4, 1997: I was going 
over potential hazards in different parts of the landing 

zone with the Mars Pathfinder mission director, the navi-
gation team, and some of the science and management teams. 
Navigation data indicated the spacecraft was headed toward the 
southwest portion of the ellipse-shaped landing zone, where 
there was a large (and possibly hazardous) streamlined hill. 
We could not say with any certainty that the hill was more (or 
less) hazardous than the central and eastern areas of the landing 
ellipse. We could still reach either of those areas by an emergency 
trajectory-correction maneuver. However, if there were any error 
in firing the thrusters, there would be no time to recover. 

The five years of preparation- planning, testing, and running 
operational readiness tests-were over. No matter what we de
cided, Mars Pathfinder was going to intersect Mars in a handful 
of hours. We decided not to make the trajectory cOlTection. 

Mars Pathfinder landed safely at 10 a.m. Pacific Daylight 
Time (PDT). It deployed a small rover and went on to collect 
data from 3 science instmments and 10 teclmology experiments 
for three months (well beyond the scheduled one month for the 
lander and one week for the rover). Although Pathfinder was de
signed primarily as an entry, descent, and landing demonstration, 
this first-completed mission in the low-cost, rapid-development 
Discovery series eventually returned 2.3 billion bits of new data, 
including more than 16,500 lander and 550 rover images, 16 
chemical analyses of rocks and soil, and 8.5 million individual 
temperature, pressure, and wind measurements. The rover 
Sojourner, following a clockwise path around the lander (named 
the Sagan Memorial Station), explored about 200 square meters 
of the surface of the Red Planet. 

Mars Pathfinder, a technical success, also became one of 
NASA's most popular missions, capturing the imagination of 
people around the world. On the World Wide Web, sites offering 
Pathfinder updates registered about 566 million "hits" during 
the first month of the mission, with 47 million on July 8 alone, 
'making the Pathfinder landing by far the biggest event in Inter
net history at that time. 

Pathfinder was the first mission to Mars to use a rover canying 
a chemical analysis instrument, the alpha proton X-ray spec
trometer (APXS). Readings from Sojourner's APXS provided a 

calibration point or "ground truth" for observations made from 
orbit. The combination of spectral imaging of the landing area by 
the lander camera, chemical analyses aboard the rover, and close
up imaging of rock textures by the lander and rover cameras gave 
us the potential to identify rock types and their mineralogy. With 
this payload, we chose the Ares Vallis landing site because it 
offered, in addition to acceptable safety, the prospect of studying 
a variety of rocks, including materials from heavily cratered ter
rain that may have been deposited by catastrophic floods. Gather
ing this kind of information would address first-order scientific 
questions, such as differentiation of Mars' crust, weathering on 
the planet' s surface, and the nature of the early Martian environ
ment and its subsequent evolution. 

The Pathfinder results, taken together, support the view that 
early Mars may have been Emth-like. Some crustal materials 
on Mars may be similar in silica content to continental crust on 
Earth. We found rounded pebbles, cobbles, and possible con
glomerates (rocks made of pebbles cemented together) as well 
as abundant sand- and dust-sized pmticles, all of which, given 
the processes that form them, indicate that the early Mmtian 
environment may have been warmer and wetter and that liquid 
water was present. Since then, over the past 2 to 3 billion yeai"s, 
Mars appears to have been very unlike Earth, as low erosion 
rates have produced only minor changes to the surface at the 
Pathfinder landing site. 

Where Exactly Did We Land? 
During descent through the Mmtian atmosphere, Pathfinder 
deployed its parachute system, jettisoned the heat shield, "found" 
the ground below by radar, inflated its protective air bags, and 
fired rockets to slow itself as much as possible before impact. 
The landing occurred at 2:58 a.m. true local solar time (9:56:55 
a.ill. PDT). 

The heat shield appears to have fallen 2 kilometers (1.2 miles) 
downrange, in a west-southwest direction, with the backshell 
about 1 kilometer (0.6 mile) uprange. Both appear as bright 
pixels in the lander scene. Due to horizontal winds, the lander 
bowlced about 1 kilometer northwest of where the rockets fired. 
The lander bounced at least 15 times, as high as 12 meters, onto 
one of the rockiest locations on Mars without air bag rupture, 



Mars Pathfinder was primarily a 
technology-demonstration mission, 
and one of the things it tested was 
an air-bag landing system. Com
pletely surrounded by inflated bags, 
the lander hit Mars and bounced at 
least 15 times before coming to rest. 
When Pathfinder was safely down, 
the air bags deflated and retracted. 
In this enhanced-coior image we can 
see how the last bounce disturbed .,""-""-
the soil and revealed a shallow 
subsurface that is darker than the 
sUrface layer~ 

Image: Jahns Hopkins University 

On a planet rich in liquid 
water, such as Earth, 
rounded pebbles and 
slightly larger cobbles 

-<OQrecommon rock forms. 
Their presence on Mars, 
as seen in this image, in
dicates that in a wormer 
past, water flowed on 
the planet and rounded 
the pebbles and cobbles. 
In the upper left is a 
relatively large cobble 
within the rock called 
Lamb, suggesting that 
Lamb is a conglomerate 
of smaller l ocks cement
ed togethe&over aeons. 
Image: US Geological Sli rvey 

thereby demonstrating the robustness of 
this landing system. 

Using images taken by a Viking orbiter 
as a reference, we identified five promi
nent horizon features and two small craters 
in the lander's field of vision and so 
determined its position as being within 
100 meters of features shown on US 
Geological Survey maps at coordinates 
19.13 degrees North, 33.22 degrees West. 
Because the Pathfinder landing site has 
also been identified by two~way ranging 
and Doppler tracking, it is the best known 
location on Mars (neither ofthe Viking 
landers is located with the same degree 
of certainty). Knowing Pathfinder'S loca
tion provides a tie point for the location 
of surface features on Mars in inertial 
space, tightening the accuracy of our maps 
of the Martian surface. 

From the two-way ranging and Doppler
tracking results, we know the precise 
angle of Mars' rotation axis, which, com
bined with earlier results from the Viking 
landers, improves by a factor of three 
our fix on Mars' precession constant 
(describing the regular motion of the axis). 
Using the precession constant, we can 
calculate the moment of inertia, which 
constrains the size of the planetary core. 
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The data ft:om Pathfinder tell us that Mars' core has a 
radius greater than about 1,300 kilometers but no larger 
than about 2,000 kilometers (greater than 800 miles but 
no more than 1,200 miles). 

Many characteristics of the landing site are consistent 
with its being a plain composed of materials deposited by 
catastrophic floods that we believe took place in the Ares 
and Tiu regions. The rocky smface, composed of poorly 
rounded pebbles, cobbles, and boulders, generally resem
bles plains deposited by catastrophic floods on Earth, as 
seen on the Ephrata Fan in the Channeled Scabland of 
Washington state. In lander images, the Twin Peaks ap
pear to be streamlined hills, confimling om expectation 
from Viking orbiter images and suggesting that the lander 
is on the flank of a broad, gentle ridge or on a debris tail 
deposited in the wake of Twin Peaks. 

Close-up on Martian Rocks 
In the area known as the Rock Garden we see what may 
be imbricated or inclined blocks, generally tilted (like a 
stack of books) in the direction of flooding. Troughs 
visible throughout the scene may be primary featmes, 
produced by the flood, or they may have been carved by 
late-stage drainage of water, which would have carried 
off the fmes (small particles), leaving behind a blocky, 
armored smface (analogous to channels and surfaces on 
the Ephrata Fan). Large rocks appear tabular and slightly 
rounded, and many are perched, which is consistent with 
deposition by a flood. The site appears little altered since 
it formed a few billion years ago, except by wind action 
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that has eroded away the top 5 to 7 centimeters (2 to 3 
inches) of the soil, produced dust tails behind rocks, 
collected sand into dunes, and grooved and fluted rocks. 

Soil types at the site look like poorly crystalline or nano
phase iron oxides. The APXS readings taken by Sojourner 
indicate the soil around Pathfinder is generally similar in 
elemental composition to the soils measmed at the Viking 
lander sites. Because the Pathfinder and Viking landers 
are widely spaced, the similarities suggest that soil com
positions are influenced globally by airborne dust. And 
since the compositions are similar, the differences we 
see in soil color may be due to either slight differences in 
iron mineralogy or differences in particle size and shape, 
meaning that the soils are likely complex nllxtures of a 
variety of weathering products. 

In general, the rocks we've examined are dark gray. 
The rock chemistry measmed by the APXS is similar to 
that of basalts, basaltic andesites, and andesites on Earth. 

Considering other evidence, we observe generally 
linear relationships between the red/blue ratio of the 
rocks, their silica or sulfur content, and the average soil 
composition, which together suggest that these are dark, 
high-silica rocks coated with sulfur-rich, bright, reddish 
dust. Given the linear relationships, we can calculate 
rock composition without the dust: results indicate 
rocks that are andesitic in composition. It's interesting 
to note that their composition is distinct from that of 
meteorites that have come to Earth from Mars. The 
meteorites are mafic (rich in magnesium and iron) and 
relatively silica-poor. 
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Above: Moe, another denizen 0/ the Rock Garden, is a boulder about a meter 
across with a smoother surface than some 0/ its neighbors. Looking closely, 
you can aLso see pits and a texture that suggests Moe has been sandblasted 
into this shape by strong Martian winds. 

Right: One oJ he "Luxuries" o/the Pathfinder mission was the ability to 
send the Sojourner rover over to get a close-up Look at interesting rocks. 
This is Shark, one of the denizens oft,he so-called Rock Gat en. In this area, 

. sdehtistsi,olll1t/a Ilthel'w. eo/evideQ.cethat.watermay nee have fLowed . 

The chemistry and normative mineralogy of the sul
fur-free rock are similar to those of common telTestrial 
rocks called anorogenic andesites (anorogenic in this 
context means not associated with subduction zones). 
Examples of such rocks on Earth include icelandites, 
which formed by fractional crystallization of material 
derived from the mantle. 

Lander images and rover close-ups reveal a variety 
of morphologies, textures, and fabrics- pitted, smooth, 
bumpy, layered, and !ineated-suggesting a variety of 
rock types. Some of the rocks may be conglomerates, 
composed of rounded pebbles with shiny, hemispheric 
pockets or indentations where pebbles that were origi
nally embedded in a fine matrix have fallen out. Rocks 
such as these could be the source for the loose pebbles 
and cobbles on the ground. If the rocks are conglomer
ates, they would have required running water over long 
periods of time to smooth and round their pebbles and 
cobbles. In the fonnation of conglomerate rocks, the 
rounded materials would have been deposited in a fine
grained (sand and clay) matrix and lithified (turned to 
rock). A tremendous flood then swept up these con
glomerate rocks 811d dropped them in an area that would 
be visited one day by a small but versatile robotic 
explorer. 

across Mars. The r1J~ks are generally tilted in the same direction, and some 
are perched on toP!?! others, as WOuld be expected if they were deposited 
during a flood. Images: JPLINASA 

Dust Everywhere 
The magnetic-properties experiment shows that air
borne magnetic dust has been deposited progressively 
with time on 1110st of the magnetic targets on the lan
der. The dust is light yellowish-brown (the same color 
as seen in the bright soil and in the atmosphere), and 
it has a magnetization and chemistry consistent with 
composite, clay-sized silicate particles with a small 
amount of a very magnetic mineral, believed to be 
maghemite. The preferred explanation for the magnetic 
material is that an active hydrologic cycle at some time 
in the past dissolved iron from the Martian crust; a 
process of freeze-drying then caused the iron to precip
itate (drop out) as maghemite onto the silicate Martian 
dust. Dust devils, detected repeatedly around midday, 
appear to be an effective mechanism for raising the 
fine-grained dust into the atmosphere. Analyses of 
images have captured dust devils tens of meters wide 
and hundreds of meters high. 

Observations of Sojourner's wheel tracks and results 
from soil-mechanics experiments suggest a variety of 
materials with different physical properties. Rover 
tracks in bright drift material and elsewhere preserve 
individual cleat marks that are shiny, indicating com
pressible deposits of fine-grained dust. This material 
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also forms the wind tails and other fine eolian (wind
produced) features and so is likely the same fine dust 
we see suspended in the atmosphere. Cloddy deposits 
appear to be composed of poorly sorted dust, sand
sized particles, lumps of soil, and small rock granules 
and pebbles. The interaction ofthese materials with 
the rover wheels indicates they are like typical soils on 
Earth with bulk densities near 1.5 grams per cubic 
centimeter. Thick coatings of dust that intermittently 
accumulated on the rover wheels suggest that the dust 
becomes electrostatically charged when compressed. 

During the mission, the sky was a light yellowish
brown color. Images taken early in the morning revealed 
white to light-blue clouds that appear to be composed 
of water ice. The size of particles in the "air" and trace 
measurements of water vapor were all consistent with 
results ft:om Vildng. 

Winds were light (less than 10 meters per second, 
or roughly 20 miles per hour) and variable, peaking 
at night and during daytime. In other meteorology 
measurements, we saw abrupt temperature fluctua
tions each morning at heights between 0.25 and 1 
meter above the ground. These observations suggest 
that cold morning air was warmed by the surface and 
convected upward in small eddies. On Sol 20 (20th 
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Above: Sojourner's discovery of rocks that look like conglomerates is among 
the strongest pieces of evidence that water alice flowed on Mars. These types 
of rocks form when water deposits pebbles and cobbles in fine sand or clay; 
over aeons, the conglomerate hardens into a more or less solid rock. This 
example, named Ender, shows a subtle horizontal texture. In the top right 
is the Pathfinder lander, surrounded by its air bags. Image: JPL/NASA 

Martian day of the mission), Pathfinder recorded its 
lowest barometric reading, which signaled that the 
winter expansion of the south polar cap had reached 
its maximum. 

Pathfinder landed safely by bOlU1cing more than 
15 times on one of the rockiest locations of Mars 
without suffering any air bag tears or ruptures, thereby 
successfully demonstrating an extremely robust and 
inexpensive landing system that was developed and 
built in a relatively short period. Even in rocky areas 
of Mars, small rovers are excellent for placing instru
ments up against rocks and for exploring the local area. 
The mission has returned an enormous amolmt of 
new information, which will continue to be analyzed 
for years to come. Analysis to date suggests early Mars 
may have been warmer and wetter than at present. 
Pathfinder demonstrated that the public is very inter
ested in and can be fascinated by the exploration of 
Mars. Many of the subsystems developed by this mis
sion will be used by future missions to Mars, carrying 
on the tradition begwl by Pathfinder. 

M P. Golombek is a Research Scientist at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory and Project Scientist for the 
Mars Pathfinder mission. 
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T he question of life in the universe 
has dominated scientific, philo
sophical, and theological thought 

since the dawn of ci vilization. We live 
at a time of exceptional progress in un
derstanding life and the environments in 
which it may form and evolve. Consider 
the telescopic discovery of extra-solar 
planets, identification of potentially hab
itable abodes on other solar system bod
ies, and rapidly changing perspectives 
about life on Earth. While our planet 
remains the only known abode oflife, 
we may find life elsewhere any time. 

A new book, The Search for Life on 
Other Planets by Bruce Jakosky (Cam
bridge University Press, 1998), thorough
ly covers topics ranging from the origin 
oflife on Earth to intelligent life in other 
stellar systems. The treatment of Mars, 
Jakosky's specialty, is excellent, including 
evaluation of the Viking biology experi
ments and the putative fossil life in Mar
tian meteorite ALH8400 1. Developed 
from notes for a college course, this paper
back volume reads less like a popular 
tradebook than a textbook (though it lacks 
problem sets and equations, except for 
some chemical formulae). The author con
sciously avoids scientific jargon, making 
the book easily accessible to Planetary 
Report readers. 

"Scientist-spea Ic." 
Unfortunately, this lightly edited book 
retains the "scientist-speak" that re
searchers use unconsciously. One ofthe 
most common words is "suggest," used 
in an uncommon passive sense: that 
there is inconclusive evidence about 
something. Hence, about Mars, we read 
the convoluted sentence: "Although the 
oldest surfaces do not show features 
suggesting that they are volcanic, some 
people expect that volcanism was very 
active then .... " This means that there 
are ancient places on Mars that may 
have been affected by volcanism, but 
pictures show no volcanoes, lava flows, 
or other volcanic features. Of course, 
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we can never really know that some
thing is a volcano just by looking at 
spacecraft images of it; the long debate 
about whether lunar craters were of im
pact or volcanic origin wasn't resolved 
until Moon rocks returned by Apollo 
were examined in the laboratory. So 
Jakosky uses "suggesting" to be clear 
that if any ofthese nonexistent features 
were to be seen, we still might not be 
sure that they were really volcanic. 

Forms of "suggest" appear nearly as 
often as the word "is." And "is" is most 
often used in phrases that are synonyms 
for "suggest," such as "is thought to 
have been," "is likely," "there is every 
reason to believe that," "is quite possible 
and even plausible," and even "is sug
gested by." Other qualifications abound 
in this book: "may be indicative of," 
"the possibility exists that," "could [or 
may, or might, or appear to 1 have been," 
et cetera. 

Evidence and Inference 
The use of "suggest" reflects an issue 
more fundamental than undisciplined 
writing style. As others have said, extra
terrestrial life is a topic without a sub
ject, except in the conjectural sense. 
We know of none, yet. All we have is 
"suggestive" evidence, pro and con. 
Moreover, the relevant sciences depart 
from the classic methodology taught in 
schools~that a scientist formulates a 
hypothesis in his or her head, dons a 
white coat, runs an experiment, and 
evaluates the results, which either prove 
or disprove the hypothesis . 

Astronomy and planetary science are 
observational sciences. Rather than ex
periment, we look at what is out there, 
using telescopes or remote-sensing instru
ments on spacecraft. (Laboratory studies 
of returned samples and relatively crude 
experiments conducted on Mars by 
Viking and Pathfinder landers are excep
tions.) Astronomical and planetary ob
servations must be interpreted passively, 
and our inferences are often wrong. 

Geology, an historical science, figures 
prominently in Jakosky's tale of the 
origin and evolution of terrestrial life. 
Absent time-travel, geologists must infer 
ancient events and processes from evi
dence (such as fossils) in the geologic 
record. Whereas terrestrial rocks can be 
examined in the laboratory, measure
ments pertain to the present nature of the 
rocks. We learn about the past through 
a chain of logic involving uncertain 
inferences. 

Even experiments can be misleading 
or inconclusive. Jakosky describes how 
all three of Viking's biology experiments 
yielded, at least initially, positive indi
cations for life on Mars; it took another 
Viking instrument to demonstrate the 
virtual absence of organics in Martian 
soils, which led experimenters to realize 
how unanticipated chemical processes 
could imitate the apparent proofs for 
life on Mars. 

Therefore, our knowledge about the 
evolution of life, potentially habitable 
extraterrestrial environments, or even 
the present existence of life or fossilized 
life on Mars is all inherently uncertain. 
Little of that uncertainty can be quanti
fied by formal statistics. We must sub
jectively judge the "preponderance of 
evidence." The wise researcher~and 

Jakosky, director of one of the new 
NASA Astrobiology Institutes, is cer
tainly one~carefully qualifies the cer
tainty of each piece of the large puzzle 
that is extraterrestrial life. 

This is a good book, and I recommend 
it. My only quibbles, besides the surfeit 
of qualifications, are a few technical er
rors (which don't affect the main points), 
the omission of chapter numbers in the 
text, and the ornamental but useless 
index (among the missing entries under 
"A" are amino acids, Arecibo, asteroids, 
ATP, and Australopithecus). 

Clark R. Chapman is curator of the 
exhibit "IMPACT" at the University of 
Colorado Museum through October I999. 
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Paris- A year ago it appeared that 
Europe had no interest and would have 
no involvement in Mars exploration. 
Now, in addition to France's joining the 
United States as a partner in the Mars 
Sample Return mission, the European 
Space Agency (ESA) has received ap
proval to proceed with development of 
Mars Express for 2003. Its governing 
council gave ESA the go-ahead contin
gent on financial adjustments to be 
worked out in the space science program. 
Officials were confident that those 
adjustments could be made. 

Mars Express is an orbiter that will 
re-fly two instruments from the ill-fated 
Mars '96: a multispectral imaging sys
tem from Germany and an infrared re
mote-sensing instrument from France. 
The US will contribute a radar designed 
to search Mars for subsurface water. 

Mars Express might also include a 
lander: Beagle 2, proposed by scientists 
from the Open University in Great 
Britain. However, no ESA funds are 
available for the lander, and no govern
ment funds from England or any other 
country have been offered. The Beagle 
2 team is seeking private contributions 
to fund the £30 million (roughly $50 
million) lander. They have until Novem
ber 1999 to come up with the funding 
plan. 

Mars Express is an ESA mission. 
Meanwhile, the Mars Sample Return 
is now a US-France partnership. The 
French are committing an Ariane 5 for 
the launch in 2005, and they have of
fered to build the orbiter that will carry 
the Earth-return vehicle. (They have 
also made Ariane launches available 
for secondary payloads [piggybacks 1 
on "micro-missions" starting in the 
year 2003. These elements are being 
incorporated into the Mars Architecture 
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under development at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory and NASA.) 

The Italian Space Agency is studying 
the development of a drill for Mars 
subsurface sampling. They are also 
committing resources to extend the life 
of the Mars Express orbiter so that it 
can be used as a communications relay 
for the Mars Sample Return missions 
in 2005 and afterward. 

Wash i n gton, D C-While the 
US Congress struggled to get the 1999 
appropriations passed, NASA officials 
and the administration were already 
negotiating budget levels and programs 
for the Fiscal Year 2000 budget. The 
administration 's proposal for NASA 
is part of a general presentation to 
Congress made each year in early 
February. Congress considers the bud
get through a lengthy process involving 
the Budget Authorization and Appro
priations committees in the House of 
Representatives and Senate. In the past 
several years, the Planetary Society has 
been heavily involved in this process, 
with testimony and background brief
ings and with direct action from mem
bers of the Society writing in favor of 
planetary exploration missions. Last 
year, as a result of Planetary Society 
action, Congress added money for 
Mars exploration to the administration 
budget request. 

Budget pressures will increase this 
year because of the International Space 
Station, which needs additional money 
to cover failures of the Russian govern
ment in funding its portion of the pro
ject. Congressional approval for this 
additional funding may be difficult, but 
the popular flight of John Glenn aboard 
the shuttle Discovery and the successful 
assembly of Zarya and Unity , the first 

by Louis D. Friedlnan 

two elements of the station, may have a 
positive effect. 

Washington, DC- In the next 
few years several deep-space missions 
will require nuclear power sources like 
the radioisotope thermal-electric gener
ator used on Cassini. The amount of 
nuclear power, and hence the amount of 
plutonium-238, required for these mis
sions is much smaller than for Cassini. 
Nonetheless, the US Department of 
Energy is considering whether to resume 
domestic production ofplutonium-238 
(different from plutonium-239, which 
is used in nuclear weapons). 

Research is under way for more effi
cient radioisotope power systems for 
the next generation of spacecraft. High
er efficiency would result in still lower 
amounts of plutonium being required. 
Two missions that will need the nuclear 
power source are the Pluto/Kuiper Belt 
Express and the Europa orbiter, both 
of which are part of the outer-planets 
program approved in the 1999 budget. 
The Europa orbiter is slated for launch 
in November 2003 and the Pluto Express 
in December 2004. 

The Mars Lander missions of 200 1 
and 2003 and the Mars Sample Return 
will also require plutonium radioisotopes. 
In these cases, the plutonium will be 
in heater units (RHUs), more for tem
perature control than for power. The 
amount of plutonium in RHUs is very 
small. 

The Department of Energy has an
nounced that it will develop an environ
mental impact statement for the outer
planet missions and has invited comments 
from interested groups and individuals. 

Louis D. Friedman is Executive Director 
of the Planetary Society. 19 
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In the September/October 1998 issue of 
The Planetary Report, Paul Geissler 
stated, "Even the cleanest ice on Europa 
has a yellow tinge. It suffers from [10 'sJ 
second-hand sulfur. " 

The thermodynamically stable form of 
sulfur is yellow only at the temperatures 
common on Earth's surface. Warm that 
sulfur, and it becomes more orange. Cool 
it, and its color fades. Could the color of 
10 be an indicator of its 
surface temperature? 
-Frank Weigart, 
Wilmington, Delaware 

This interesting question 
was debated by planetary 
scientists more than a 
decade ago in discussions 
almost as colorful as 10 
itself. Indeed, ordinary 
orthorhombic sulfur bright
ens as it cools and is nearly 
colorless at the average 
surface temperatures of 
10 and Europa. 

An even bigger problem 
for those working on the 
sulfur interpretation was 
the lack of any observable 
changes after 10 emerged 
from eclipse, contrary to 
the expectation that its 
surface should have bright
ened as it cooled while in 
Jupiter's shadow. Adding 
to the controversy was the 
fact that Voyager's (and 
Galileo' s) violet filters 
were sensitive to wave
lengths slightly shorter 
than the blue hues used to 
render color images from 
the spacecraft. 

ous atmosphere, Io's surface is exposed 
to solar ultraviolet radiation, galactic 
X-rays, energetic charged particles, and 
a near-vacuum. In the laboratory, ultra
violet and X-ray radiation quickly yellows 
sulfur specimens even at frigid tempera
tures, probably by breaking up rings of 
sulfur atoms and forming long chain-like 
molecules (diradicals). Also, when placed 
into a vacuum, sulfur sublimates (evapo-

rates) until a powdery coating forms on 
its surface. Neither the reflectivity of this 
coating nor the color of irradiated sulfur 
varies much with temperature, explaining 
the absence of post-eclipse brightening 
on 10. 

Yet another form of sulfur, made up of 
short chains of only 3 or 4 atoms, may 
account for the riotous reds seen in many 
deposits from Io's active plwnes. Appar

" 

ently, sulfur from 10 not 
only pollutes its neighbor 
Europa but also contributes 
to the color of nearby 
Amalthea. 
-PAUL GEISSLER, 
University of Arizona 

The explanation always 
given for the extreme tilt of 
Uranus' axis is that it may 
have been the result of a 
large impact. Wouldn't 
the gyroscopic effect of the 
spinning planet rule out a 
tipping of the axis? 

And how could an im
pact explain the tilted plalle 
of Uranus , moons, which 
align with the planet's 
tipped equator? 
-George Farago, 
Wayne, New Jersey 

The solution to this puz
zle came from laboratory 
detective work on sulfur 
under the harsh conditions 
that exist on Jupiter's 
moons. Researchers found 
that several factors act to 
darken sulfur and restore 
its yellow hue. With little 

20 protection from the tenu-

This view of 10 is the highest-resolution color image yet returned from Galileo. 
Jupiter's cloud tops appear as the blue background in this false-color composite. 
Scientists were surprised by the greenish patches and subtle violet hues at the 
cores and margins of bright, sulfur-dioxide-rich regions like the one at lower 
right. The dark spots, many flagged by red pyroclastic depOSits, mark the sites of 
current volcanic eruptions. Most of la's riotous color can be explained by sulfur 
compounds, but the dark materials that comprise the volcanic flows and calderas 

As the solar system formed, 
most of its angular momen
tum was in the same direc
tion as the angular momen
tum of the original mass 
from which the Sun formed. 
So planets should orbit in 
planes that are roughly at 
the Sun's equator, and they 
should revolve around the 
Sun in the same direction 
as the Sun's rotation. Only 
tiny Pluto, with an orbital 
tilt of 17 degrees, departs 
from the plane of Earth ' s 
orbit (the ecliptic) by more 
than 7 degrees, and all the 
planets orbit in the same 
direction as the rotation of 
the Sun. 
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However, the momentum associated 
with a planet's rotation is almost negli
gible in comparison to its orbital angular 
momentum. Only two of the· solar sys
tem's nine major planets (Mercury and 
Jupiter) have equators that lie within 
20 degrees of their orbital planes, and 
Mercury's rotation probably evolved to 
that orientation as a result of tidal forces 
from the nearby Sun. Moreover, three of 
the planets (Venus, Uranus, and Pluto) 
rotate backwards. 

Uranus is the largest of the three plan
ets with reverse spins. Because it has by 
far the most rotational angular momen
tum ("gyroscopic effect"), its tilt is the 

Factinos 

most difficult to explain. The tilt could 
have come naturally as a result of mo
tions in the material out of which Uranus 
formed (that is, motions causing a large 
local difference from the average motion 
of the early solar nebula). However, most 
scientists prefer to attribute the tilt of 
Uranus to an early impact of an Earth
sized chunk of material (a planetesimal) 
near one of Uranus ' poles. 

In this hypothesis, the planetesimal 
became a part of the "new" Uranus. 
Rather than turning the spin axis (north 
pole) of the planet, this planetesimal 
would have imparted enough energy 
to Uranus to cause it to spin about an 

The Hubble Space Telecope (HST) has given us a new view of 
Uranus, complete with rings, moons, and a batch of bright clouds 

(see image at right) . This false-color portrait was created by Erich 
Karkoschka from the University of Arizona, using data captured on 
August 8,1998 with HST's near-infrared camera and multi-object 
spectrometer. 

Hubble recently found about 20 clouds on the mysterious gas giant 
- almost as many as have been seen there in the history of observation. 
According to team member Heidi Hammel from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, the clouds race around the planet at more 
than 500 kilometers (300 miles) per hour. 

Levels of altitude in this image are defined by color. Another team 
member, Mark Marley of New Mexico State University, explains 
that green and blue depict areas where the atmosphere is clear and 
sunlight can penetrate deeply. Sunshine reflected off higher clouds is 
shown in yellow and gray. Orange and red indicate very high clouds, 
like cirrus clouds on Earth. 
-from the Space Telescope Science Institute 

P lanetary scientists have discovered the first circumstellar disk 
ever seen around a star similar to our Sun and known to be 

orbited by a planet (see image at right) . The disk surrounds the star 
55 Cancri, which is 40 light-years away in the constellation Cancer 
and barely visible to the naked eye. In many ways the disk resembles 
the Kuiper belt, a ring of cometary nuclei and debris left over from 
the formation of our solar system. 

David Trilling of the University of Arizona (UA) Lunar and Plan
etary Laboratory made the discovery with UA Planetary Sciences 
Professor Robert Brown. The researchers used NASA's Infrared 
Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea, Hawaii with "Co Co," the Cold 
Coronagraph, an instrument Brown developed specifically for this 
telescope. A coronagraph masks light from a star so that observers 
can image the surrounding area at high sensitivity. 

"The disk we have found is similar in extent to our solar system's 
Kuiper belt and has a spectral signature similar to some Kuiper belt 
objects , suggesting similar compositions," Trilling said. Trilling 
and Brown reported on their discovery in the October 22, 1998 
issue of Nature. 
-from the University of Arizona 
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entirely different pole. The effect would 
have been somewhat like a relatively 
slow-moving Moon-sized object strik
ing Earth in Siberia with such force that 
the Earth began spinning around an axis 
near Quito, Ecuador! 

If Uranus had moons before the sup
posed impact event, they would likely 
have been lost during the aftermath of 
that impact. Uranus ' present-day moons 
probably began forming during or after 
the impact event, which accounts for 
their orbits being near the planet's "new" 
equator. 
- ELLIS D. MINER, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Uranus shows 
off its four major 
rings, several of 
its moons, and 
some bright 
clouds in this 
recent Hubble 
Space Telescope 
view. Data taken 
on August 8, 
1998 were used 
to generate this 
false-color 
image. 

Image: Erich 
Karkoschka, 
University of Arizona 
and NASA 

This infrared im
age shows the 
circumstellar 
disk around 
55 Cancri, a star 
known to have 
a planet of its 
own. The red 
circle in the 
center of this 
picture is the 
mask of the 
coronagraph 
used to block 
the star's light. 
This image was 
captured in 
February 1998. 

Image: Oavid E. 
Trilling and Robert 
H. Brown, University 
of Arizona 
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We've Retired 
the Mortgage! 
At our holiday party on December 21, 
1998, we officially retired the mortgage 
to the Planetary Society's headquarters 
building in Pasadena. Thanks to gener
ous donations from many members, 
we were able to ceremoniously "bum" 
the mortgage on the 1903 Greene and 
Greene "Craftsman" that has been our 
home for more than a decade. 

Star Trek Voyager cast member 
Robert Picardo took part in the event, 
as did a LEGO rover, one in the next 
generation of toy rovers in the Plane
tary Society's Red Rover, Red Rover 
project. Equipped with a burning candle, 
the rover was remotely maneuvered 
toward a pot with rolled-up copies of 
the mortgage documents. 

The Planetary Society first moved 
to the building at 65 North Catalina 
Avenue in 1985. Four years later, 
2,700 members helped us put a down 
payment on the $850,000 home. "It' s 
extremely rewarding," said Society 
President Bruce Murray of the mortgage 
retirement. "It's a milestone." Having 
no mortgage payment will enable us 
to put more funds toward programs 
and projects. 
-Lu Coffing, Financial Manager 

More NelNs 

Mars Underground News 
Viking orbiter and Mars Global Sur
veyor scientist Mike Carr theorizes 
on the history of water on Mars. 

Bioastronomy News 
Final comments in the Case for Life 
on Mars debate. Is there evidence for 
past life in ALH84001 ? 

TheNEONews 
Tsunami predictions for ocean im
pacts. An object inside Earth's orbit. 

For wnore inforwnation on the 
Planetary Society'S special
interest ne1Nsletters, phone 
(626) 793-5100. 
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Name Craters on Eros 
Once the Near-Earth Asteroid Rendez
vous (NEAR) spacecraft reaches its target 
asteroid--433 Eros- in February 2000, 
the mission team will be faced with the 
daunting challenge of naming more 
than 100 craters that may be found on 
the rocky object. The NEAR team has 
asked Planetary Society members to 
help suggest names, which will be sub
mitted to the International Astronomical 
Union (IAU) for official consideration. 

The selection process follows strict 
rules to ensure that the names chosen 
are appropriate and worthy. Naming 
regulations can be found at the IAU 
site on the World Wide Web: 
http://wwwflag. wr .llSgS.gov/USGS 
Flag/Space/nomen/nomen.html. 
Names of geologic features on a plane
tary body generally follow a theme. 
For example, Gaspra, the first asteroid 
imaged by Galileo, was named for a 
resort in the Crimea. Gaspra' s craters 
are named after spas of the world. The 
astronomer Galileo named asteroid 
Ida for a nymph who lived on the 
shores of Crete. Its craters are named 
after caverns and grottos of the world. 

Eros suggests the theme of love, and 
this asteroid's craters may be named 
after famous lovers, legendary romantic 
locales, aspects of love, and so on. Each 
suggested name must be accompanied 
by a short explanation (50 words maxi
mum). Please use a separate sheet of 
paper for each suggestion. Send your 
entries to: Names on Eros, The Plane
tary Society, 65 N. Catalina Avenue, 
Pasadena, CA 91106, USA. 
-Charlene MAnderson, 
Associate Director 

Send Us Your 
E-mail Address 
In our efforts to develop better contact 
with our membership, we've been 
upgrading and reorganizing our Web 
pages (Sun Microsystems donated a 
powerful server, which was installed late 
last summer). Beginning in 1999, we'll 

be working toward developing an e-mail 
list server to provide members with reg
ular headlines, project updates, special 
appeals, and political action items. 

Visit the Guest Book area on the 
Planetary Society's home page and 
leave us your e-mail address so we can 
keep you and other active members 
informed of events more quickly and 
efficiently. 
- Cynthia Kumagawa, 
Manager of Electronic Publications 

Society Projects 
in the NelNs of 1998 
Planetary Society programs and pro
jects received media coverage in publi
cations around the world during 1998. 
The Mars Microphone, a semi-finalist 
in the annual Discovery Channel awards, 
was profiled in the August issue of 
Popular Mechanics: "The Society not 
only sold the idea to NASA," the arti
cle says, "but also financed the project 
and even found a place for it on a Rus
sian experimental module scheduled to 
fly aboard the Mars Surveyor [Mars 
Polar Lander] in January 1999." 

The Planetary Society's expedition to 
Belize at the beginning of 1998 was the 
lead story in the April 19 issue of the 
Washington Post magazine: "In the town . 
of Corozol, not far from the Mexican 
border in the north of Belize, I caught up 
with an expedition of scientists and vol
unteers for the Planetary Society. They 
were searching for crater ejecta and hop
ing to find new sites to study the KIT 
boundary." The reporter stayed with vol
unteers and staff who assisted scientists 
in the third expedition to Mexico. "Voy
ages of discovery aren't completely over," 
the article said. "You may simply need 
to look at old places with a new vision." 
- Susan Lendroth, 
Manager of Communications and Events 

Check out the 

Planetary Society horne page 

on the World Wide Web 

http://planetary_org 
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Explore the 
Planets 
This eye-catch ing 
poster is chock-full 
of fascinating facts 
about our planetary 
neighbors. 
22" x 34" poster. 
1 lb. #310 $5.00 

Search, Discover, Explore Mug 
Start off each day with this inspirational slogan. 
2 lb. #579 $7.00 

Search, Discover, Explore T-Shirt 
Search for life, discover new worlds. and 
explore the planets with the Planetary 
Society. Show off this vibrant new design 
that captures the true spirit of exploration. 
Adults' M. L, XL, XXL 
1 lb. #582 $15.00 

The Planetarv Society 
license Plate Holder 
1 lb. #675 $5.00 

Mars Microphone Pin 
1 lb. #775 $3.00 

Mars Microphone T-Shirt 
Adults' sizes: M, L. XL. XXL 
1 lb. #770 $15.00 
Children's sizes: S, M. L 
1 lb. #771 $12.00 

Carl Sagan Memorial Station 
T-Shirt 
Adults' M. L. XL. XXL. 
1 lb. #581 $15.00 

Dive Europa T-Shirt 
Adults' M, L, XL, XXL. 
1 lb. #557 $15.00 

Future Martian T-Shirt 
Children's S, M, L. 
1 lb. #565 $12.00 

Spacecraft Science Kits 
1 lb. $14.00 each 
#524 Galileo 
#525 Hubble Space 

Telescope 
#529 Keck Telescope 
#530 Lunar Prospector 
#531 Mars Global Surveyor 
#538 Magellan 
#560 Voyager 

Panoramic View of Mars 
10" x 36" poster. 1 lb. #328 $5.00 

An Explorer's Guide to Mars 
Updated and revised I 37 '/z" x 24" 
poster. 1 lb. #505 $6.00 

Earth and Its Moon 
18" x 24" poster. 1 lb. #318 $8.50 

Portrait of the MilkV Way 
40" x 27" poster. 1 lb. #330 $15.00 

Solar System in Pictures 
Nine 8" x 10" mini-posters. 
1 lb. #336 $10.00 

Astronomv: 1999 Wall Calendar 
Enjoy full-color photographs, space art, and great read ing on a variety of subjects 
each month . This 1999 wall calendar is produced by the creators of Astronomy 
magazine in cooperation with the Planetary Society. 2 lb. #520 $12.00 

The Year in Space: 1999 Weeklv Desk Calendar 
A dazzling photograph awaits you each week as you plan your dai ly appointments. 
This planner includes 52 weekly calendars. a full-year planning calendar, and a 
four-year. long-range ca lendar. 1 lb. #523 $12.00 

Images of the Planets 
These attractive prints are 
20" x 16". lib. 

#319 Jupiter 
#325 Mars (Full Disk) 
#332 Saturn 
#333 Eight-Planet Montage 
#340 Venus 
Special Sale-
Any Combination! 
1 $7.00 each 
2-3 6.00 each 
4+ 5.00 each 

Planetarv Society 
Note Cards 
Set of 16 cards. 
Envelopes included. 
1 lb. #544 $10.00 

Planetary Report Binder 
2 lb. #545 $13.00 
Special Value-
Order Two Binders for $23.00 

"Worlds to Discover" 
School Assemblv 
Program 
All the materials you need 
to give a memorable 
school assembly sharing 
the wonder of space and 
the excitement of plane
tary exploration. 55 slides. 
script, and follow-up 
teacher's packet. 
2 lb. #790 $34.95 

Pathfinder Images of Mars 
20 slides. 1 lb. #215 $7.50 

Craters! A Multi-Science Approach to 
Cratering and Impacts 
By William K. Hartmann with Joe Cain. 
224 pages (softcover). 
2 lb. #109 $24.95 
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T he monthly cycles of the 
Moon, goddess of the night 

sky, have always served as a 
celestial calendar for viewers on 
Earth, For thousands of years, 
humans have gazed in wonder 
as our world's small companion 
waxes and wanes in the sky, In 
Gibbous Moon, Paterson Ewen 
portrays the bulging lunar phase 
between a half and full Moon, 

Paterson Ewen's work is in the 
collections of most of the major 
public art institutions in Canada 
and has been exhibited widely in 
North America and Europe, He 
was chosen to represent Canada 
at the 1982 Venice Biennale art 
show, and he has been honored 
with the Toronto Arts Award and 
the Chalmers Award for Visual 
Arts, Born in 1925, Ewen lives 
and works in London, Ontario, 

Painting courtesy of the 

National Gallery of Canada , Ottowa 


